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About Us
Onyx is based in central London, with
consultants across the UK and internationally
(we have a US partner). We strategically recruit
to bring in people from diverse backgrounds,
and have senior experience across many fields
including journalism, government, technology
and business (from start ups to blue chips).

We believe that great relationships are the
foundation for providing a great service. The
people you meet at the pitch will be the people
you'll work with, (if we have to change anyone on
the core account team you'll get their time free
for the first month as they learn how to support
your business).

Our team have given advice to cabinet ministers
and boy bands, maverick entrepreneurs and
listed companies; Our writers have worked for
national and international media, from the BBC
to The Lancet; Cosmopolitan to the Financial
Times.

We work hard to get to know our clients: we've
even based our team at businesses to ensure that
we understand their culture and challenges.
People enjoy working with us – and not just
because we get results.

Our crisis management team has advised
government, financial institutions and major
corporations. And our PR and marketing
specialists are as creative as they are connected,
having worked for B2B clients, FMCG brands,
and agencies, at a senior level.

We love making introductions to help businesses
thrive – and have an astonishing network of
contacts in almost every industry and profession.
Who do you need to know? Tell us and we'll see
what we can do to make it happen for you.

Working With Onyx

If you like what you read, call us for a chat.
We'd love to hear your story and perhaps,
help you share it with the world.
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Make Sure Your PR
Meets Your
Business Goals

Getting results
How can you ensure you get the results you need?
1. Be clear about the results you want to see.
Agree measurable goals with the agency at the outset and make them part of the contract.

2. Be a great spokesperson.

The media use spokespeople that editors know are reliable, available and able to talk with
authority.

3. Respond quickly to e-mails and phone calls.

By Anne Cantelo
Managing Director, ONYx

The more quickly you respond, the better the chance you have of being used in reactive
opportunities.

Anne is founder and MD of Onyx and has over 30 years' experience. She's worked on both client
and agency side, for start-ups, blue-chips and the public sector (including the Cabinet Office).
Most people start a PR programme because they
want to engage the media. While PR is not just
about press coverage, a positive article in the
right publication can transform a business. It can
change your position in the market place and
give you authority and credibility that is otherwise
difficult for most businesses to achieve.

However PR can take time to deliver tangible
results and, in some cases, it may never deliver the
return on investment you need. When is it worth
spending your valuable time and budget on it?
And how can you be sure that you get a return for
that investment?

Ask the right questions… Before you engage a PR agency (or employ someone in-house),
ask yourself a number of questions:
Do you have an interesting story to tell?

4. Ensure your approval process is short and quick.

News moves fast. If you're able to answer a question within half an hour, you'll be the expert the
media uses.

5. Trust the agency.

Everyone thinks they understand PR and everyone thinks they can write. However, PR
professionals spend every day talking to journalists and finding out what works - and what doesn't.
When they advise you, it's worth listening to them.

6. Recognise that you have to make compromises to get the media to
talk about you.
Your advertising copy simply won't work.

7. Ensure you keep the agency well briefed.
Tell them your news before it happens and give them all the assets they need, such as professional
images.

Journalists will look for the human angle, and for something that is topical,
relevant and original.

Are you prepared to tell your story openly and publicly?

PR can't be controlled like advertising: journalists will not restrict their
questions to the areas you decide and will almost never give you copy
approval. Despite what many people assume, not all publicity is good publicity
(ask Gerald Ratner) so consider the opportunities and risks.

“Great PR requires hard
work and commitment from
both you and the agency but
PR can deliver astonishing
results.”

Do you have time for PR?

It is not something that you can simply delegate to someone else and walk
away. It will take significant amounts of your time, particularly in the early
days.
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But if the gold rush feels a bit like
the Klondike, we need to ensure
that it does not recreate the ‘Wild
West' and that the evolution of
the VR market benefits us all.

As someone involved in the content side
of VR's development in the UK – I have
recently produced one of the BBC's first
VR documentaries, Easter Rising: Voice of a
Rebel – I can see the promise of this powerful
new medium, but also the risks it poses.
I learned a lot, working with the BBC's editorial policy team and experienced executives, and I saw at
first hand just how much thought the broadcaster puts into making sure its output is good for society.

So, here are some ways that VR differs from other screen based media:
The nature of the memory is different

With VR, it's not ‘I remember this story I was told'. Instead it is ‘I remember this thing that happened to
me, this thing I did'. That is much more sticky, much more memorable. Memories of things we did form
part of our own identity; it is how we perceive ourselves as individuals.

ETHICS IN
VIRTUAL REALITY
by Catherine Allen
Catherine is a digital producer and is recognised as at the forefront of VR in the UK today.
I want to address ethics, integrity, and the responsibility we have as
VR creators to make experiences that are good for society. If you are
considering commissioning a VR project, it is important to remember
that your intuition on ethics has probably come from rectangular screen
industries - I hope to demonstrate how VR is fundamentally different, why
you should question your assumptions, and what matters from an ethical
perspective.
Facebook's Oculus Rift launched officially to consumers this year, Samsung's Gear VR has its feet under
the table, HTC Vive is shipping, Google Cardboard has pioneered headset use and Playstation has just
launched its Playstation VR headset. On top of this, most major broadcasters and newspaper publishers
have also now experimented with creating VR content for audiences.
Investors are piling in, and brands, artists, charities and publishers are all exploring the opportunities of
VR.
The potential market is vast. Deloitte Global has predicted that 2016 will be VR's first billion-dollar year,
with hardware sales earning about $700 million and content the remainder. Those of us at the cutting
edge of this medium are watching in awe as it is catapulted from niche interest to the mainstream.
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Your audience can feel complicit

The Oxford English Dictionary defines this as being ‘involved with others in an activity that is unlawful
or morally wrong'. Putting your audience through something harrowing, or morally ambiguous? Your
users might feel a personal moral weight that comes with this.

Limitless possibilities

Anything in VR can happen. With physical space, if you want to simulate an experience, you would
need real people and real places to sign up to it. VR can create a situation in which the user's entire
environment is determined by the creators of the virtual world. Unlike physical environments, virtual
environments can be modified quickly and easily. This could be with the goal of influencing its
audience's behaviour. VR has been shown to be incredibly persuasive.

As the VR era dawns, it is the perfect time to be thinking about standards...
I come to this as a content maker, and hence see them in terms of ‘editorial ethics' – but there is no
doubt that the marketing industry also has a key role to play. VR is being hyped as the next frontier for
branded content, a ‘marketing moment' that places marketers in the front line as they sell it to a new
public and use it in their work like never before. Content makers and marketers need to ensure that we
question our assumptions, and place high ethical standards on the work we produce.
We need to see things from the users' perspective and ask ourselves at every turn what effect we have on
them and how we ensure that this is positive. We need to encourage active consumers to hold the VR
industry to account for what it does.

VR's great power explains why it has such deep cultural resonance – it has
long been a staple of science fiction – but also why it generates equally deep
reservations among some thinkers.
It is time for us to accept that with great power comes great responsibility.
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Working with
Government
By Tony Medawar
Senior Associate Director, Onyx.
Tony has more than twenty five years experience of working in and with government. His posts
include Director of Public Bodies Policy at the Cabinet Office, Deputy Head of State Aid Policy Team
at EU and Director of Strategy at London Development Agency.
Government can make or break your business.

Onyx can help.

Waiting is not an option.

It's happened before.

You need to make the evidence base work for you
by understanding what policymakers are looking
at, guiding them to information and trends they
may not be considering, and catalysing new
thinking. You need to shape the environment
by forming your arguments into a set of key
messages, stimulating debate and finding allies
and ambassadors to champion your concerns and
challenge counter-arguments.

It is critical to anticipate action in Whitehall
and understand where demands for change
might come from, knowing what is happening
in your sector and any public or parliamentary
concern that is building, and identifying how
those concerns could be rebuffed or addressed
before others do so that you can take the action
set out above. It is critical to build and sustain
strong relationships with key people, so that your
business is seen as part of the solution not part of
the problem and you have an inside edge when
it comes to debating possible changes. And it
is critical to be part of the dialogue about what
works well and where concerns are building.

It'll happen again.
It's avoidable.
Changes in regulatory requirements can increase costs but they can cut them too. And although
business plans can be disrupted, policy announcements and changes in the law can also create new
opportunities and drive customers to seek what you are already offering.

For all of these reasons keep a sharp focus on the three ‘I's:
Information

You need to know how policy and regulation affect your business and your plans for growth. But
what are the risks? What's the worst that could happen? And what's the best?

Intelligence

What's in play? What's the timeline for change? What proposals for change are under active
consideration? Who is pushing for them and why? What would the proposals mean for your
business? And what would it mean if they were shelved?

Influence

Who are the decision-makers and opinion-formers? Who advises them? When, where and how
can you move to minimise the risks and maximise the opportunities? What's the best that could
happen?
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Above all, you need to engage the relevant
people within Whitehall and beyond by speaking
to them in voices that they will recognise about
the things that matter to them and at the time
when your arguments and thinking are most
likely to get traction.

Onyx can help.

Onyx can help.
Policy and legislation start with problems and
the main challenge to policy-makers is to identify
options so that ministers can weigh the benefits,
if the solution works, against the negative
consequences. Central to this process is impact
assessment and assessments of this kind are
published alongside proposals for change, in line
with the Government's consultation principles.
But if you are trying to achieve a particular
change, it is too late to wait until the Government
has published its own proposals. While proposals
can change or be withdrawn after they have been
announced, this is rare. More often, proposals
are adjusted or their implementation re-phased
but broadly they remain the same.
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It's Easy to Have a Blind Spot

Using Your Information

To start with, we look at the key intelligence
question – what do they want to answer? This
could be something like ‘how do I differentiate
my product'? or, ‘where are the greatest market
opportunities'? Many small firms think they have
answered this question, especially if their balance
sheet doesn't look too bad. But it's easy to have
a blind spot, especially if your business is well
established.

Once the analysis is complete, the final stage is
dissemination. Now you have a wealth of analysed
information, what are you going to do? If you're
that supermarket owner, you might consider
adjusting point of sale materials, changing
your price point, increasing the range of milk
products available or even scaling it back to focus
on fewer core products.

Whatever action you take, it's
important that you challenge
yourself; after all, you might
need to do something that feels
risky or makes you nervous.

Use Your Intelligence:
How InformationGathering Can Boost
Your Business
By Suki Fuller
Suki Fuller is UK Partner and Representative at Institute for Competitive Intelligence and an
Analytical Storyteller at Miribure Ltd
The UK is a hotbed of enterprise,
with over 5.4 million SMEs, and
every year more and more people
are deciding to start up their own
company. For an SME owner, this
means increased competition
which isn't necessarily a bad
thing; that is unless they don't
make intelligence gathering a
business priority.
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Scanning the competitive landscape and
gathering strategic intelligence might sound like
something every business does automatically,
but even the most established, multinational
companies sometimes take their eye off the ball.
For a small company, it's easy to get embroiled
in the day to day, and forget how important it is
to continuously gather information about your
customers, competitors and the wider market.

Once the key intelligence question is established,
the information gathering begins, and this is
about more than market research. If you owned
a supermarket and your key intelligence question
was ‘how can I increase sales of milk?' it would
be prudent to visit your competitors and see how
much a pint costs at each supermarket. But this
information alone isn't particularly useful unless
you analyse it and agree a plan of action. For said
supermarket owner, this could involve a detailed
examination of their competitors supply chains,
customer data, and an evaluation of current
sales volumes, among other things. This helps
take that insight from quantitative to qualitative,
making it altogether more useful.
The data gathering and analysis can often be
intertwined, and take longer than anticipated
dependent on what information you gather.
However being thorough at this stage can give
your business a huge competitive advantage if
you're willing to invest the time and energy.

Sometimes the least comfortable course of action
is the right one. Kodak is a good example – they
refused to see digital photography as a viable
disruptive technology and retained their focus
on film-based photography. In other words,
they didn't stray from their comfort zone, and
consequently filed for bankruptcy in 2012.
I'm not suggesting that every business that
sticks to a traditional model will fail, but I do
passionately believe that seeking advice and
securing expert consultancy from someone
outside of your business enhances the
intelligence gathering process. That can only be
a good thing for an SME focused on growth in an
increasingly competitive world.

I mentor a number of small firms, and a big part
of my role is to challenge and force them to look
outward. I help them break down the intelligence
gathering process and make it something that just
happens iteratively.
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By Emily Goss
COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER, Onyx
Emily is a journalist, author, scriptwriter and marketer who's been creating web content since 1995.
She leads on social media strategy and content for Onyx.
Storytelling is a current buzzword in marketing. People are finally realising
the power that narrative has over our buying behaviour, and marketers are
jumping onto the ‘storytelling' bandwagon.
At Onyx we've been creating stories for years. The team includes internationally published authors,
speech writers, specialist report writers and journalists who know how to shape a story in the most
compelling way. We think in stories. Our top 5 tips are below:

1. Get visual: A picture paints a thousand words and never has that been truer than today. In the age
of Instagram and Snapchat, 360 degree photography and virtual reality, a text link alone isn't going to
stand out. Make sure your visuals tell your story as well as your words.
2. Get informed: Today's consumer is far more cynical. They're increasingly likely to fact-check
– and have the internet at their fingertips. If you put out cheap content with a poor pay-off and factual
inaccuracies, it will reflect badly on your brand. Make sure your content is credible and your brand is
more likely to be perceived as credible too. Read up on narrative structure too. If you don't understand
the hero's journey, you won't be able to take your customers on a brand journey.
3. Get curating: Good content doesn't have to be entirely produced by you. Guest blog posts,
quotes from experts and reader-generaed content will help develop your social media profile. If you
share content from other people, they're more likely to share your content, so it's a win-win.
4. Get writing: There's no point writing and scheduling a few articles and expecting that to count
as a ‘content strategy'. Things move quickly online, and your content should reflect that. Staying on top
of trends and keeping your audience informed about the latest things going on in your industry will
help you become an influencer. In turn, your opinion will be taken more seriously, meaning people are
more likely to engage with your content.
5. Get emotional: If you don't connect with your audience's emotions, they are unlikely to connect
with your brand. Show emotion – and bear in mind that positive emotions get a better response than
negative ones. While fear may acquire a customer, love will make them loyal to your brand.
If you lack the time (or writing prowess) to create
the content you need, get in touch with Onyx. From
tweets and blog posts to white papers and entire
magazines, we have an experienced team who will
ensure your content tells your story in the most
effective way.
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BPS World are global resourcing experts. In 2016 BPS World were
awarded #19 in EMEA by LinkedIn in their Top 25 Most Socially
Engaged Recruitment Company List. In 2014 BPS World were named
in the Recruitment International Top 250 report, placing them in the
top 2% of recruitment companies in the UK. They were also cited as
one of LinkedIn's Top 25 Inspiring Companies and nominated by REC
(Recruitment Employment Confederation) in 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016 as
Best Company to Work For, nominated for Best Apprentice of the Year in
2015 and 2016, and Best Business Manager of the Year for 2016.

CASE STUDY

Creating Compelling
Content

Onyx's brief

BPS World has worked with Onyx since 2012 to raise their profile with their target audience.
Onyx has supported them in their many achievements in that time.
One of the key aspects of this work has been to position BPS as thought leaders in the
industry and beyond. To achieve this Onyx has supported BPS in the research and writing
of authoritative white papers and guides on key industry issues. In Spring 2016 BPS World
needed Onyx to help them emphasise their global expertise and capability.

The campaign

Onyx identified that BPS World needed well informed, unique content to attract the interest
of the media and give them the right positioning. Onyx reviewed what was currently available
in relevant subjects and identified a gap and a unique angle. Onyx worked with BPS to
research and write Planet Talent – The essential guide to global recruitment.
Onyx issued tailored press releases in the UK and the US (working with Onyx's US team)
and in the Czech Republic (translated into Czech) to publicise Planet Talent. Onyx then
promoted these to the target media in these countries.

The results

Onyx secured more than 250 pieces of coverage worldwide with an audience of over 240
million people. BPS World reported a huge spike in relevant traffic coming to their website.
Journalists continue to report that they find Planet Talent valuable and authoritative and it
continues to attract media attention and reference.

“We've worked with Onyx Media and Communications now for
four years and over that time they have worked hard to build a
reputation with our target journalists, so that their approaches on
our behalf are noticed; we cut through all the noise.”
Natalie Spearing, Marketing Director of BPS World
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Accountable Identities

Vchain's mission is to create digital identities for
human beings as accountable and transparent
as if you and I were in the same room doing
whatever it is that we do - agreeing on something,
exchanging something, promising something and
then acting on that promise.

How Can I be Sure
You’re Human?
Use Blockchain
By Irra Ariella Khi
Irra Ariella Khi is CEO of Vchain Technology, a UK ID startup.
When is a human not a human?
Apart from offering the potential
for many punchlines, this question is
fuelling a digital identity revolution
in a largely unsuspecting UK. Our
application of blockchain – an online
record-keeping methodology that
cannot be tampered with – offers a
paradigm shift in identity security
that solves this ultimate, existential
riddle.
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Blockchain has made the headlines in recent
years largely in relation to the crypto-currency
Bitcoin, and could revolutionise the financial
services industry by providing proof of identity
and increasing trust. Most of the blockchain
innovation has focused on the rich earning
potential of verifying financial transactions.
Vchain has reached for a more philosophical, and
potentially much larger, goal: verifying that we
are human.
We are working with airlines to create more
confidence in their data using our patent-pending
solution that, with algorithmic magic, can score
the trustworthiness of identity using metadata and
without storing personal data. We have created a
tiny key that opens the giant door of identity.

This should be as easy, straightforward and
accountable as it is offline, but perfectly
replicated online, in digital form.
Banks and insurance companies, by contrast,
don't make money by proving human identity
or disproving it – actually, they care more about
their business model - their bottom line and
the volume of their transactions, and if they do
capture your identity data, it is often stored or
sold on to the highest bidder without either your
knowledge or consent.
But with an underlying mission to entirely avoid
the ‘Big Brother' risk, we have decided to solve
the problem of digital identity online. Until now,
anyone has been able to present themselves as
pretty much anyone they want to be.

Such is blockchain’s potential
for identity verification that the
UK government itself has taken
notice. In January, government
Chief Scientist, Sir Mark Walport
recommended using blockchain
style ledgers to transform the
delivery of public services.
We believe that the same approach can be used to
solve one of the most pressing problems the UK
faces: the prime minister, Theresa May, has urged
the United Nations General Assembly to back a
resolution on aviation security and the issue of
the wrong person getting on the wrong plane is
exactly what Vchain aims to solve.

Why Blockchain Works

There have been many attempts to simplify
explanations of why blockchain is so secure, but
I liken this to the familiar childhood pursuit
of standing dominoes on end in a line, then
tapping one of them. A blockchain has a similar
sensitivity, it's like dominoes etched in stone – if
you try to make one change, all of the others are
affected and it's really obvious where you have
tried to change the course of record-keeping.
The rules of the blockchain ‘dominoes' prohibits
this behaviour, and so it stays true to the original
record.

Improvements in how we keep
records in history has been the
number one driving force behind
western civilisation, and blockchain
is just the next logical step.
As with most paradigm-shifts of the past, the
technological transformations that end up
defining us are those that respond best to the
practical problems created by our own evolution –
something that Vchain has set out to solve, if only
in the area of human digital identity.
It's an exciting time to be doing this. We are
starting to see a huge collision between what
needs to be done and the technology that enables
us to make that happen.

The UK is absolutely at the forefront
of Europe when it comes to digital
development, and Vchain intends
to ensure that blockchain is no
exception.
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What You Need to Know
About the Dark Web

These include a major western democracy, where it
is possible to view private addresses, social security
numbers and photos of key government personnel,
policemen, judges and even the secret service. It is
then just a click away to find a hit man and a menu
of their fees. We forwarded these findings to the
relevant government's security services.

The Dangers of the Dark Web
By Thomas Olofsson,
CEO, Intelliagg
In spring 2016 Onyx supported the launch of the first ever comprehensive report on the ‘dark web'
by Intelliagg. The report received international coverage, including two feature articles in The
Times. It is a fascinating subject, shrouded in a number of misconceptions. Here Thomas Olofsson,
the CEO of Intelliagg, gives an overview of his business and explains the dark web.

Another major area of work is to help secure the
personal safety of high net worth individuals. We
can, for example, expose security threats that

Get in touch if you would like to know
more.
www.intelliagg.com

Onyx supported Intelliagg in the production of a short report mapping out the ‘dark
web', the size of it, what is being sold there and the languages being used. This positioned
Intelliagg as experts. It was believed to be the first time that the ‘dark web' had been
mapped in this way.
Onyx issued a press release to launch the report and secured a speaking opportunity at a
key business event.

Size and Anonymity
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Intelliagg provides a suite of professional services
that deal with cyber threat intelligence and
incident response management.

Intelliagg works with organisations to control or evade data loss,
reputational damage and targeted cybercrime through the provision of
intelligence. In March 2016 they approached Onyx to help them increase
brand awareness for business development purposes.

First the good news, we found that, despite its
reputation, only 48% of the sites on the dark
web are illegal. Drugs featured 4% of the time,
whereas weapons and pornography-fetish come
up at less than 2% collectively. Leaked data
(28%) and financial fraud (12%). Perhaps not
surprisingly, the vast majority of information is in
English (76%). German and Chinese are next at
4% and 3.7% respectively.
The most discernible differences between the
Internet and the dark web lie in anonymity
and size. The dark web is much smaller than
commonly thought; a mere 30,000 sites – a small
fraction of the size of the Internet. The Internet
has a protective monitoring system that can block
and remove illegal or harmful websites and has
the capability to identify users. By its very nature,

Banks and financial institutions are subject to a
number of cyber risks. Employees can be under the
control of organised crime and will then advertise
their services, such as laundering money, to
interested bidders.

Another major area of work has been
to control reputational damage.
We have identified employees or
potential employees who have
interests that might put you at risk,
particularly useful if the company
has a high and prestigious profile to
maintain.

CASE STUDY

Intelliagg monitors, collects and
aggregates intelligence about
organisations and individuals that
could pose a threat to clients.
Although partial efforts to map the
dark web have been attempted
before, with our partners Darksum
we were the first to employ hard
data to paint a comprehensive
picture of its contents. The report
accurately maps the dark web
and offers valuable insights into
the poorly understood realm of
cyberspace.

The threat the dark web poses to your business of
course depends on the business you're in. Our
work includes controlling and evading data loss,
reputational damage and targeted cybercrime.
We identify the threat intelligence and help the
business or individual to manage any incidence.

make it prudent to shift travel plans. We also
identify fraud or someone selling commercially
sensitive information, and it is surprising how often
employees will use the company e-mail.

the dark web depends on its anonymity. Users are
unidentifiable and untraceable, websites are hard
to find, unless you're in ‘the know', and sites on
the dark web cannot be reached without the use
of specialized encryption software.
That anonymity is valuable to people who live in
oppressive regimes. However, as expected, we
identified a number of serious security threats.

The speaking event secured a number of new business leads. Through proactive and
reactive PR support, in just two months, Onyx secured 62 pieces of coverage in the target
press around the world. This included the key technology press and a page-sized feature in
The Times.

“We were astonished at the results Onyx achieved for us. They exceeded our expectations
in every way. They were also fun and easy to work with.
We recommend them wholeheartedly.”
Thomas Olofsson,CEO, Intelliagg
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7 Tips for B2B Social
Media Success
By Emily Goss
COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER, Onyx
1. Who are you trying to target? Why? What are they interested in? Who is influential

already in that community? Which platforms are they using? Decide on one key driver platform and up
to two other platforms to start off with. Don't spread yourself too thin.

2. Not sure on what you should post? Look at what your competitors are doing on a
monthly basis - they may have already done the research for you. What are their most successful
platforms? What are their most popular posts?
3. You have seconds to make an impression... so ensure that your profile is interesting

and lets people know what you're likely to tweet about. Include a link to your website – or wherever else
you want to drive people. Remember, social media can be used to direct traffic to your website, but it will
also be used to review who you are, what your passions are, your attitude to customers, your networks
and influence – so make sure it represents your business in the best way possible. Both customers and
potential recruits will review it when deciding whether they want to engage with you.

4. Download Hootsuite (the basic version is free). This can be used to schedule your social media
posts across Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Wordpress, Instagram, YouTube and LinkedIn, including
optimising the time your posts go out for maximum reach. You can run multiple accounts, so you can
use it to update your personal and professional pages at the same time (and remember, personal profiles
are as important a tool for branding as professional ones: personal Facebook pages are becoming the
human face for many business leaders).
Hootsuite also includes analytics tools, so you can track your most popular posts, and use this
information to plan future posts. You can follow all your social media interactions on the dashboard
and do a host of other things that trim hours from your social media marketing, giving you more time
to create content. However take care that the posts you schedule don't become inappropriate or even
offensive due to events that take place between scheduling and posting (if there is a major incident you
should recheck your posts).

5. Add content to your feed using Klout.com. By using two scheduling tools you can
benefit from the algorithms of both, helping you ensure you hit every social media hotspot, time-wise.
Retweet inspirational quotes, the latest news from your industry, strong visuals and entertaining videos.
This will help attract people to your feed – and mean that they pay more attention when you post your
own content. No one just wants to read an endless stream of promotional tweets. There is a reason it's
called ‘social' media. You wouldn't go to a party and spend the night talking only about yourself and
expect people to carry on listening, so play by the same rules on social media. Be generous, like and
retweet others and they are more likely to do the same for you.

Use hashtags in your posts to help people find you: up to 30 are acceptable on Instagram, compared
to a Twitter recommendation of no more than three hashtags per post. Remember, storytelling is key
in marketing, so telling a story that includes your keywords will be more effective than using keywords
alone.
Suggest content that may be of interest to your audience, highlight new and trending stories. With
Klout you can build your profile as an expert, and see how you compare to your competitors. This
allows you to see your social media profile grow. It will help you test out different content and see what
produces the best results.

6.Take photographs and videos that fit your brand. Modern phones have

sophisticated photo editing software. Posts featuring videos and photos have far higher engagement
rates than those without so try to include them as often as possible.
Remember, social media images are often viewed while people are scrolling fast, so strong, bold images
with contrasting colours will stand out more than shots with too much detail. Images usually look
better square on most platforms and remember to follow the size guidelines: a pixelated image screams
‘unprofessional'. Remember, people don't always watch videos with the sound turned up so make sure
it's engaging even without audio – and consider adding captions,

7. Social media is all about interaction and, if you curate the right content, it won't take

long for people to engage with you. Your website analytics should tell you whether your social media is
effective in driving the right people to your website. Also consider using Bit.ly links in your posts as you
will be able to tell you how many times that the link was clicked on.

Not got time to do all this? Call us and we can
manage your social media for you. With magazine
editors, best-selling authors, business experts and
international journalists on the team, we tell your
story in a way that engages your target audience.
Our social media clients include a US-based tech marketing company.
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Crisis?
What crisis?
By Gail Downey,
Crisis Specialist and Media Trainer at Onyx.
Gail is an experienced broadcaster, journalist and media trainer. Gail has reported live on location
and in the studio locally and nationally for BBC Radio Five Live, BBC and ITV News.
Almost every company, at some
time, will have to manage a crisis.
Of course the term ‘crisis' is
subjective, but if your crisis could
damage your business, reputation,
staff morale – or all three - then it's
a crisis that needs to be managed.
Handled badly, a crisis can quickly
destroy a company. Managed well,
a crisis can improve its profitability
and the affection customers have
for the company. How do you get it
right?
1. If it's on social media get the
“conversation” offline as quickly as
possible. The last thing you may want to do

is to contact the person who has complained
but if you can, then you avoid having a public
discussion and spreading the story further. (i.e.
“Yes I used that company and the staff were
rubbish”.) Remember though, they may record
the conversation.

2. Don't ignore the complaint or
rush to respond with a denial. The

hashtag #toxicclient won't do you any favours in
the long run. But a tweet saying you're looking
into the incident probably will. Just make sure
you are looking into it, and take responsibility for
the problem.

3. Treat the complaint as an
opportunity to improve your
business. Do your research and find out what

has actually happened and why. Talk to the staff
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involved. Find out the context. How can you
avoid the issue happening again? Most people
won't bother to complain; they will simply stop
being a customer and tell others to avoid you,
which will quickly put you out of business. This is
your chance to put things right.

4. Don't exaggerate or lie in your
response. In any crisis, one of the things that is

damaged most is the reputation of the company.
The key to successfully handling a crisis is to
rebuild trust. That won't happen if the company
are found to lie - and lies are very easily found out.

5. Apologise, without admitting
fault and demonstrate that you're
taking action, for example, saying “I'm sorry

you're upset/felt you didn't get the service you
should have. We are investigating the incident
thoroughly as a matter of urgency and will get
back to you as soon as possible”. Good lawyers
understand that a carefully worded, prompt,
apology can stop a complaint becoming a crisis.
All too often, when you see a court case reported,
the person who prompted the action will come
out and say something on the lines of; “I'm

not interested in the money, I just wanted an
apology and to make sure no-one else suffers
like I did.”

6.Turn the complainer into an
advocate for your business. Even if

the complaint is found to be a result of their
misunderstanding, thank them for helping you
improve your business (and mean it as they
have. You now know that you're not managing
customers' expectations). Offer the complainer
something tangible for their trouble and as a
way of saying sorry.

Onyx has international experience at managing crises for some of the
most challenging sectors. We've worked with the public sector, public
corporations and start-ups. We are brought in, sometimes at midnight, to
take control of an escalating situation, or we can simply give you advice.
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How Can Onyx
Help You?
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EVALUATING YOUR PR

By Natalie WORPOLE
associate Director of Onyx.
Natalie has nearly 15 years' experience working across a range of sectors including personal
finance, payments, enterprise and business support, consumer technology, HR, professional services,
recruitment, public sector and education. Natalie is CIPR qualified.
Do you need to build awareness of your business? Do you want to become a
thought leader in your industry? Onyx works with you to identify your needs
and advise you on the best way to achieve your goals. We have the flexibility
and expertise to tailor our services to fit your business.
Reputation management

Reputation is key and underpins our work for you.

Project and campaign planning and delivery

From idea generation to execution, we create and deliver campaigns that will stand out and get you
noticed.

Press office and media relations

We write and promote press releases and articles that are used in full by the media or engage them
enough to want to know more.

Content Creation

With a team of experienced journalists, editors and creatives, we create engaging stories for all types
of media.

Communications Support

We are expert speech and copy writers and can help you to excel in presentations and publicity
material.

Digital and social strategy

We will create a strategy that works for you, and attracts your target audience, and we'll help you put
it into practice.

Media training

It's vital you know how to interact with the media if your PR is to be effective. We recommend
training for all our clients.

Crisis Communications

The best way of managing a crisis is to prevent it from happening. We assess your business and
manage risks and sensitivities.
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We know we have to be a business benefit, rather than a cost. Evaluation
is therefore built into our planning with all our clients.
We love showing clients the coverage we achieve, how much it would have cost if it had been
advertising, and how many people had the opportunity to see the coverage. But a large negative piece
in a national paper looks good when judged against the above criteria.
We instead tailor our evaluation to measure the things that matter to you. If your concern is
reputation, we can measure whether the coverage is positive or negative, exactly what is being said
about you and how we have shifted that to your key messages. More commonly we will look at the
impact of our work on your website visitors – are we driving the right people to your website?

Whatever business you're in, we want to be able to clearly show you the
‘before' and ‘after' to demonstrate a clear return on investment within the
first six months of engaging us.

“I've worked with many agencies over the last 30 years, both large and small.,
We engaged Onyx because they combine communications skills with a very good
understanding of business and some great contacts and experience.”
Tim Warsop, Director of Citizen Associates
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